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Abstract

A Chinese Input Method Engine helps user con-001
vert a keystroke sequence into the desired Chi-002
nese character sequence. It is usually a cas-003
caded process in which the original input se-004
quence is firstly corrected to remove typos, then005
segmented into the pinyin token sequence, and006
finally converted into a Chinese character se-007
quence. Errors are prone to accumulate and008
propagate in that pipeline. This paper summa-009
rizes that process as a Key-to-Character (K2C)010
conversion task and solve it in a unified end-011
to-end way. Pinyin-bart is proposed which can012
effectively solve the error propagation prob-013
lem and improve the IME engine performance014
significantly in experiments. Moreover, we015
model the user real input behaviors and design016
a method to generate the training corpus with017
typos for the K2C task. It further improves018
the robustness of Pinyin-bart. Finally, we de-019
sign a non-autoregressive (NAR) decoder for020
Pinyin-bart and obtain 9x+ acceleration with021
limited performance degradation, which makes022
the deployment possible on the commercial in-023
put software.024

1 Introduction025

Some of languages, such as Chinese, Japanese and026

Thai language, can not be input directly through the027

standard keyboard. Users type in these languages028

via some commercial input software, such as Mi-029

crosoft Input Method (Gao et al., 2002), Google030

Chinese Input Method1, Sogou Input Method2,031

Baidu Input method3, Huawei Celia Keyboard4,032

and so on. Pinyin is the official romanization rep-033

resentation for Chinese language. It’s natural for a034

user to type in pinyin through the keyboard. And035

1https://www.google.com/inputtools/
2https://pinyin.sogou.com/
3https://shurufa.baidu.com/
4https://consumer.huawei.

com/uk/community/details/
App-Gallery-Celia-Keyboard-is-now-available/
topicId_48409/

Figure 1: A user Types in Chinese via Pinyin in IME. 5

the input software converts the pinyin into the char- 036

acter sequence. As the figure 1 shows, a user in- 037

puts a keystroke sequence of “woainizongguo”, and 038

the software segments it into the pinyin sequence 039

“wo′ai′ni′zong′guo” then converts it into the Chi- 040

nese character sequence that user desires “我爱你 041

中国 (I love you China)”. 042

Specifically, as the figure 2 shows, the IME en- 043

gine takes it as a cascaded process. Firstly, the 044

correction module corrects the typos in the orig- 045

inal keystroke sequence. In the example of the 046

figure 1, the blade-alveolar sound of ’zong’ is cor- 047

rected into the cacuminal sound of ’zhong’. It 048

is usually implemented by some rule system for 049

efficiency. Secondly, the modified keystroke se- 050

quence is segmented into the pinyin token sequence. 051

For example, “woainizhongguo” is segmented into 052

“wo′ai′ni′zhong′guo”. The tokenizer is usually im- 053

plemented by some Chinese word segmentation 054

algorithm, i.e. the Maximum Matching (MM) algo- 055

rithm. Lastly, the pinyin sequence is converted into 056

the character sequence, which is called the Pinyin 057

to Character (P2C) conversion task (Zhang et al., 058

2019a; Yao et al., 2018; Xiao et al., 2007). It is 059

usually resolved as a sequence labeling task by the 060

Ngram language model (Goodman, 2001) together 061

with the Viterbi search algorithm (Viterbi, 2006). 062

In the above process, the error in the previous 063

step is prone to accumulate and propagate to the 064

later step, which hurts the IME engine performance 065

badly as presented in the later experiments. In this 066

paper, we summarizes those steps into a unified 067

end-to-end process named the Key-to-Character 068

(K2C) task and proposes Pinyin-bart to solve it. As 069

5The screenshot is from Sogou Input Method software
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Figure 2: The Key to Character Conversion Task

Figure 3: Pinyin-Bart Model Architecture. In the input layer, E0 and E1 are the position embeddings; Ew and Eo

are the input token embeddings. The decoder of Pinyin-Bart adopts the bidirectional attentions. An additional length
predictor is added on the top of encoder to guide the generation process.

far as we know, it’s the first work to build the IME070

engine in an end-to-end way. We summarize the071

main contributions of this paper as follows:072

• We propose Pinyin-bart to solve the K2C task073

and build the IME engine in an end-to-end074

way, which effectively resolves the error prop-075

agation problem in the cascaded IME engine.076

As far as we know, it’s the first end-to-end077

IME engine.078

• We model the user input behavior and design079

a method to generate the massive corpus with080

typos automatically for the K2C task, which081

further improve the robustness of Pinyin-bart.082

• We design the NAR decoder for Pinyin-bart083

and boost the inference speed significantly084

with only little performance degradation.085

2 Method086

In this section, we describe the details about Pinyin-087

bart. Firstly, we introduce the K2C task formally088

in the section 2.1. Then we present how the Pinyin-089

bart is implemented in the section 2.2. Lastly, we090

describe the method that models user input behav-091

ior and generates the massive corpus with typos in092

the section 2.3.093

2.1 The K2C Conversion Task 094

As illustrated in the figure 2, the K2C conver- 095

sion task is to convert the user keystroke sequence 096

from keyboard directly into the Chinese sentence. 097

Formally, k1, k2, ..., kn is the keystroke sequence. 098

They are converted into the character sequence of 099

c1, c2, ...cm in the K2C conversion task. Usually 100

the value of m is smaller than n since one Chi- 101

nese character corresponds one pinyin token which 102

is composed of multiple letters. The task can be 103

resolved in a cascaded way as most of the commer- 104

cial input software does, or in an end-to-end way 105

by Pinyin-bart in this paper. 106

2.2 Pinyin-bart 107

We build Pinyin-bart based on the standard bart 108

model (Lewis et al., 2020). To fit for the K2C 109

task, we do some modifications in several aspects, 110

including the training paradigm as described in the 111

section 2.2.1, the embedding layer as described in 112

the section 2.2.2 and the NAR decoder described 113

in the section 2.2.3. 114

2.2.1 The Training Paradigm 115

The standard bart adopts the pretrain-then-finetune 116

paradigm, like most of the transformer model does. 117

It firstly pretrains the model on the massive un- 118

labeled corpus by some self-supervised learning 119

tasks, such as Masked Language Model (MLM), 120
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Text Infilling, Sentence Permutation and so on.121

Then the model is finetuned on the labelled cor-122

pus on the target task, such as SQuAD (Rajpurkar123

et al., 2016), MNLI (Williams et al., 2018), XSum124

(Narayan et al., 2018), and so on. The pretrain pro-125

cess leverages the general knowledge contained126

in the unlabeled corpus, which boosts the per-127

formance significantly on the target tasks. As128

described in the section 2.3 later, we design the129

method to create the massive labelled corpus for130

the K2C task automatically. Therefore, we train the131

Pinyin-bart directly on the target K2C task instead132

of the pretrain-then-finetune paradigm.133

2.2.2 The Embedding Layer134

Different from the standard bart, there is no seg-135

ment embedding in the embedding layer of Pinyin-136

bart as illustrated in the figure 3. It is because there137

is no pretrain process in Pinyin-bart and it no longer138

needs the self-supervised learning task, especially139

the sentence-level pretrain task. Besides, Pinyin-140

bart takes the keystroke sequence as input rather141

than the subword sequence as the standard bart142

dose. There are only 26 individual letters which is143

3x order of magnitude smaller than the number of144

subword (more than 50,000) in the standard bart.145

Thus the size of embedding layer of Pinyin-bart is146

much smaller than the standard bart.147

2.2.3 The NAR Decoder148

The standard bart adopts the autoregressive decoder149

like GPT which predicts the current token based on150

the previous one. The advantage is to leverage the151

dependency between tokens in sequence, whereas152

it’s pretty slow during the inference, which hinders153

its deployment in the commercial input software.154

The NAR decoder is proposed in the machine trans-155

lation domain (Gu et al., 2018). It makes the in-156

dependent assumption on the tokens in sequence,157

which makes the inference process parallel so that158

accelerates the inference significantly. In this paper,159

we design the NAR decoder for Pinyin-bart.160

As described in the figure 3, we firstly replace the161

GPT-like decoder of single direction attention in162

the standard bart with the Bert-like decoder of bidi-163

rectional attention in Pinyin-bart, which can lever-164

age the parallel computation in GPU. Secondly, we165

add a predictor to predict the length of target se-166

quence. Specifically, we add a mean pooling layer167

stacked with a regression layer on the top of the168

encoder. Thirdly, to train the Pinyin-bart model,169

the cross-entropy (ce) loss is adopted for the target170

sequence prediction task, and the mean square error 171

(mse) loss is adopted for the length prediction task. 172

They are weighted combined together, as shown in 173

the formula 1. 174

losstotal = λ1 ∗ lossce + λ2 ∗ lossmse (1) 175

During the inference, the tokens in the target se- 176

quence are generated parallel, and the target length 177

is predicted as well. The length is rounded off from 178

float to the integer value. Then the target sequence 179

is simply truncated by that length. 180

2.3 Generating Massive Labelled Corpus 181

We generate the massive labelled corpus for the 182

K2C task. The whole process is described in the 183

figure 4. 184

Firstly, the text in Chinese corpus, i.e. the 185

sentence of “我爱你中国 (I love you China)”, 186

is converted into the pinyin token sequence, i.e. 187

“wo′ai′ni′zong′guo”. This task is called Text-to- 188

Pinyin conversion which can achieve more than 189

99.9% accuracy (Zhang and Laprie, 2003). In this 190

way, we can get the massive pinyin corpus auto- 191

matically. Secondly, user does not type in any sep- 192

arator to split the pinyin token explicitly during its 193

input process in reality, so we combine the pinyin 194

tokens in a sequence together into the keystroke 195

sequence. The “wo′ai′ni′zong′guo” is then com- 196

bined into ’woainizhongguo’. Thirdly, some kind 197

of noise is added into the keystroke sequence so as 198

to simulate user’s typos. Finally we get the parallel 199

corpus with the Chinese character sequence as well 200

as the keystroke sequence with typos. 201

To add noise to the keystroke sequence, we se- 202

lect some positions randomly from the original 203

sequence. Then three operators are applied on the 204

letters of these positions with equal probability, 205

including ’Delete’, ’Insert’ and ’Replace’. Some 206

probability distribution is required to guide the ’In- 207

sert’ and ’Replace’ operator, i.e. to insert which 208

letter before the current position. The uniform dis- 209

tribution is the most straightforward choice. How- 210

ever, it’s sub-optimal because it does not take the 211

consideration of the keyboard layout and the user’s 212

behavior in reality. For example, when user types 213

in the letter of ’z’ in ’zong’, it is prone to mistype 214

it as ’x’ instead of ’p’ because the position of ’x’ is 215

much closer to ’z’ on the keyboard layout than ’p’ 216

dose. Besides, the typos of one user are also usually 217

different from another user due to their different in- 218

put habits. In this paper, we collect the user type-in 219
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Figure 4: Prepare the Massive Labelled Corpus for the K2C Task.

behaviors in reality 6. Some of them are visualized220

as the points cloud shown at the top left of figure 4.221

Based on these data, we build the Gaussian model222

for each key on the keyboard layout, as the formula223

2 shows below:224

f(x;µ, σ) =
1

σ
√
2π
exp(−(x− µ)2

σ2
) (2)225

According to the Gaussian model, we can calcu-226

late the probability that the current key is mis-typed227

to any other key. And we finally generate the typo228

noise according to that mis-type probability matrix,229

as illustrated at the upper half part of figure 4.230

3 Experiment231

3.1 Data Set Preparation232

As far as we know, there is no public benchmark233

for the Chinese Pinyin input method. So we build234

our own data set and will make it public to the235

community later. More than 2.6 million articles236

are collected from the Chinese news websites. We237

firstly segment them into sentence by the punctua-238

tion list including comma, period, and so on. Then239

we filter the characters which there are no pinyin240

corresponded to. Thirdly, these sentences are fur-241

ther segmented by a max length (i.e. 16 in our242

experiment) because user only types in a few Chi-243

nese characters at one time. Lastly, we make them244

as the labelled corpus as described in the section245

2.3. Most of the corpus are taken as the training246

corpus, and another one thousand disjoint articles247

are taken as the test corpus, as described in the248

table 1.249

Besides, to evaluate the performance of the cas-250

cade IME engine, we build several test corpus with251

different degree of noise:252

6We get these data under the users’ authorization

Corpus #Articles #Chars #Disk
Train 2,603,869 2,432,585,138 9.7G
Test 1000 926,792 3.7M

Table 1: The Detailed Information of Corpus

• No Typos and No Segment Errors. In the 253

first one, we assume that there is no typo from 254

user’s input and the pinyin tokenizer in the 255

figure 2 works perfectly. It looks like “我爱你 256

中国 (wo′ai′ni′zong′guo)”. It is a total clean 257

environment and the only factor that matters 258

the IME performance is language model. It 259

can be taken as the upper bound of the IME 260

engine performance in reality. We get this 261

corpus by processing only the first step of 262

figure 4. 263

• No Typos BUT Segment Errors. In the 264

second corpus, we assume that there is no 265

typo but the pinyin tokenizer works proba- 266

bly with errors. It looks like “我爱你中国 267

(wo′a′in′i′zhong′guo)”. It is a possible situa- 268

tion if the user types carefully and precisely. 269

We can get it by re-segmenting the combined 270

keystroke sequence automatically after the 271

second step of figure 4 by some real tokenizer, 272

i.e. the MM algorithm. 273

• Typos and Segment Errors. In the last 274

one, we assume both the typo and the seg- 275

menting error, which is the situation in the 276

real world. It might look like “我爱你中国 277

(wo′ao′ni′zong′guo)”. We can get it by re- 278

segmenting the sequence containing noises 279

after the third (last) step of of the figure 4. 280

During evaluating, we apply language model 281

directly on these kinds of corpus to simulate the 282
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performance of the cascaded IME engine in various283

noisy environment.284

3.2 Evaluation Metrics285

We use the character-based precision to evaluate the286

performance of the IME engine. It is defined as the287

ratio that the IME engine converts to the Chinese288

character correctly, as described in the formula 3.289

Precisionchar_based =
#correct_converted_char
#total_converted_char

(3)290

291

3.3 Baseline Models and Experiment Settings292

The cascaded IME engine is taken as the baseline293

model, and is evaluated on the corpus with differ-294

ent degree of noise as described in the section 3.1.295

Several kinds of language models are integrated296

respectively into the cascaded IME engine:297

• Bigram. Bigram is the De facto model298

adopted widely in the commercial IME en-299

gine. We build the bigram model on the lexi-300

con of the Table of General Standard Chinese301

Characters 7 which contains more than 6 thou-302

sand Chinese frequent characters. No pruning303

strategy is adopted since the scale of training304

corpus is large enough.305

• LSTM. LSTM is reported that obtains better306

performance than the bigram model (Zhang307

et al., 2019b; Yao et al., 2018; Malhotra et al.,308

2015). In out implement of the LSTM model,309

both the embedding size and the hidden size310

are 256, and the learning rate is 5e−4. The311

batch size is 2k and the epoch number is 10.312

• Bart. We use the standard bart in the313

sequence-to-sequence way. The pinyin token314

sequence is taken as input, and the Chinese315

character sequence is taken as output. It is316

trained from scratch directly on the P2C task.317

We follow most of the specifications in the318

paper (Lewis et al., 2020), except that the max319

sequence length is set to 16 instead of 512.320

The epoch number is 10.321

For the Pinyin-bart model, the keystroke se-322

quence is taken as input. It is trained directly on323

the K2C task as described in the section 2.2.1. The324

experimental settings are exactly the same as the325

7https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Table_
of_General_Standard_Chinese_Characters

standard bart model. In the formula 1, the value of 326

λ1 is 1 and the value of λ2 is 0.01. 327

3.4 Experimental Results on the K2C Task 328

The experimental results are presented in the table 329

2. Two ratios of typo noises (1% and 5%) are added 330

into the corpus. 331

Firstly, let’s take a quick look at the results un- 332

der the clean environment (no typo and no segment 333

error). The bigram model obtains 84.56% preci- 334

sion and the LSTM model gets a better result of 335

89.71% (5.15% ↑) as reported in the previous arti- 336

cles (Zhang et al., 2019b). The standard bart model 337

achieves 96.97% which outperforms the above two 338

models (12.41% ↑ and 7.26% ↑) significantly. It 339

proves that language model plays a crucial role 340

in the cascaded IME engine and its capacity can 341

improve the performance greatly. 342

Secondly, the performance of the cascaded IME 343

engine decreases badly in the noisy environment. 344

Taking the bigram model as an example, the preci- 345

sion decreases from 84.56% to 79.30% (5.26% ↓) 346

under the segment errors, and further to 66.87% 347

(17.69% ↓) under the typo errors as well, and lastly 348

to 37.75% (46.81% ↓) as the typo ratio increases. 349

The similar results can be observed in the LSTM 350

model and even in the powerful bart model. 351

Thirdly, Pinyin-bart achieves much higher pre- 352

cision than the standard bart in the cascade IME 353

engine under the same noisy environment. For ex- 354

ample, with the 1% typos and the segment error, 355

Pinyin-bart gets 94.86% precision which is much 356

higher (11.13% ↑) than 83.73% of the standard bart 357

model. The improvement is further expanded to 358

35.10% ↑ as the typo ratio increase to 5%. These 359

results are also significantly higher than the bigram 360

model and the LSTM model. It proves that Pinyin- 361

bart can effectively avoid the error propagation 362

problem and performs much more robust than the 363

cascaded IME engine. 364

3.5 Effectiveness of Modeling User Behaviors 365

In the section 2.3, we model user’s input behavior 366

and generate the typos for the training corpus of the 367

K2C task. In this section, we compare it with the 368

method that adds typos by the uniform distribution. 369

The results are presented in the table 3. 370

As we can see, Pinyin-bart achieves better per- 371

formances. As the typo ratio increases from 1% to 372

5%, the improvement rises from 2.29% to 5.49% 373

accordingly. It proves that our method can generate 374
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Model Typo Error Segment Error Precision Improvement
Bigram no no 84.56% NV
Bigram no yes 79.30% 5.26%↓
Bigram 1% yes 66.87% 17.69%↓
Bigram 5% yes 37.75% 46.81%↓
LSTM no no 89.71% 5.15%↑
LSTM no yes 84.96% 4.75%↓
LSTM 1% yes 66.87% 22.84%↓
LSTM 5% yes 51.75% 37.96%↓
Bart no no 96.97% 12.41%↑
Bart no yes 93.05% 3.92%↓
Bart 1% yes 83.73% 13.24%↓
Bart 5% yes 57.39% 39.58%↓
Pinyin-bart 1% yes 94.86% 11.13%↑
Pinyin-bart 5% yes 92.49% 35.10%↑

Table 2: The Experimental Results on the K2C Task

Model Typo Error Segment Error Precision Improvement
Pinyin-bart-uni 1% yes 92.57% NV
Pinyin-bart-uni 5% yes 87.00% NV
Pinyin-bart 1% yes 94.86% 2.29%↑
Pinyin-bart 5% yes 92.49% 5.49%↑

Table 3: Effectiveness of Modeling User Behaviors. Pinyin-bart-uni is trained with the typos generated by the
uniform distribution. Pinyin-bart is trained with the typos generated by the Gaussian model.

the typos closer to the reality, and boost the IME375

engine’s performance.376

3.6 Effectiveness of the NAR Decoder377

In this section, we compare the NAR decoder with378

the AR decoder in Pinyin-bart on both the perfor-379

mance and the inference speed. The experimental380

results are presented in the table 4.381

Compared to the AR-model, there is 0.03% per-382

formance drop from the NAR-model under the 1%383

typo ratio, and further 0.91% drop under the 5%384

typo ratio. Considering the fact that the precision of385

Pinyin-bart has already exceeded 90%, that degra-386

dation is very slightly. However, the inference pro-387

cess is accelerated greatly. The time to infer one388

token drops from 15.66ms to 1.60ms under the 1%389

typo ratio, and drops from 16.09ms to 1.73ms under390

the 5% typo ratio, which is reduced by more than391

9 times. It makes the deployment of Pinyin-bart392

possible to the commercial input method software.393

4 Related Works 394

4.1 Language model 395

Language model predicts the current word proba- 396

bility by its previous words. It plays an essential 397

role in the P2C task in the IME engine. The domi- 398

nant model is the Ngram model (Bahl et al., 1983). 399

However, its simplicity and low capacity limits its 400

performance. In recent years, RNN is proposed 401

to improve the performance by modeling longer 402

history information (Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 403

2013). Variant network architectures are proposed 404

to solve the vanishing gradient problem and the 405

exploding gradient problem, such as LSTM (Mal- 406

hotra et al., 2015; Graves et al., 2013), GRU (Cho 407

et al., 2014), and so on. Yao et al. (2018) replaces 408

the Ngram model with the LSTM model in the IME 409

engine and get performance improvement both in 410

the candidate prompt task and in the P2C task. It 411

further proposes an incremental selective softmax 412

method to solve the LSTM efficiency problem in 413

the Viterbi algorithm. Zhang et al. (2019b) applies 414

LSTM in a sequence-to-sequence way in the P2C 415

task, and verify it in a smart sliding input method. 416

Zhang et al. (2019a) designs a novel online learn- 417
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Model Typo Error Segment Error Precision Improvement ms/token Speedup Times
AR-model 1% yes 94.86% NV 15.66 NV
AR-model 5% yes 92.49% NV 15.66 NV
NAR-model 1% yes 94.83% 0.03%↓ 1.60 9.78↑
NAR-model 5% yes 91.58% 0.91%↓ 1.73 9.30↑

Table 4: Comparison between autoregressive Pinyin-bart and non-autoregressive Pinyin-bart. AR-model is the
Pinyin-bart with the autoregressive decoder as the standard bart does. NAR-model is the Pinyin-bart with the
non-autoregressive decoder as described in the section 2.2.3

ing method that adapts the vocabulary to the P2C418

task. Huang et al. (2018) takes the P2C task as a419

language translation problem. The neural machine420

translation model is adopted in which the RNN421

model is used as encoder and a global attention422

model is used as decoder.423

4.2 Non-autoregressive Machine Translation424

Usually the decoder in the neural machine transla-425

tion system is the autoregressive one. Recently, the426

non-autoregressive decoder is proposed to acceler-427

ate the inference speed. Especially, there are two428

kinds of non-autoregressive models. The first one429

is fully non-autoregressive model which gener-430

ates the target sequence simultaneously with single431

forward of network, such as the vanilla NAT model432

(Gu et al., 2018). The NAT-CRF model (Sun et al.,433

2019) adds a CRF layer on the top of the NAT de-434

coder so as to build the token dependency in the435

target sequence. Gu and Kong (2021) makes a de-436

tailed investigation on the aspects that take effective437

on the NAT model. The second one is the iterative438

refinement non-autoregressive models (Lee et al.,439

2018) in which an additional decoder is adopted to440

refine the generated target sequence in an iterative441

way. CMLM (Ghazvininejad et al., 2019) makes442

use of the Masked Language Model (MLM) task443

to refine the generated result. A bert-like decoder444

with bidirectional attentions is adopted, and at each445

iteration it selects some tokens to mask and predict446

them again. In this way, the un-masked tokens can447

be taken as the contexts to improve the prediction448

of the masked token.449

5 Conclusions450

In this paper, we propose the Key to Character con-451

version task and design Pinyin-bart to build the452

IME engine in an end-to-end way. Compared with453

the cascaded IME engine, Pinyin-bart can solve the454

error propagation problem effectively and shows455

much more robustness in the noisy input environ-456

ment. Moreover, our method of modeling user 457

input behavior can improve its robustness further. 458

Lastly, the non-autoregressive decoder adopted 459

in Pinyin-bart can accelerate the inference speed 460

greatly with little performance degradation. 461
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